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                                               ĐỀ CƯƠNG ÔN TẬP HỌC KỲ II LỚP        
                                                              

A. VERB FORMS 

1. I was sad when I sold my car. I _______it for a very long time. 

 A. am running  B. were running  C. have been running                D. had been running  

2. She said she _______. 

 A. was very tired last night  B. was very tired the night before 

 C. had been very tired last night    D. had been very tired the night before 

3. This picture _______ by Johnny when I came. 

      A. painted  B. was painted  C. was being painted  D. had been painted 

4.  Last night a tornado swept through Rockville. It ______ everything in its path. 

      A. destroyed  B. was destroyed C. was being destroyed D. had been destroyed 

5. No one who _______visited the Sydney Opera House is likely to forget it. 

 A. will have B. would have C. had ever  D. has ever 

6. She asked me _______ my holidays _______. 

 A. where I spent / the previous year  B. where I had spent / the previous year 

 C. where I spent / last year   D. where did I spend / last year 

7. This restaurant is said _______ more choice of seafood than any others in the area. 

 A.  to have   B. have  C. having   D. to have been 

8. Why did Beth ask you _______ a bicycle ?  

 A. that if you had  B. do you have C. that you had   D. if you had 

9.  “_______taking me downtown on your way to work this morning.? ” 

 A. Can you   B. why don’t you C. Would you mind D. Could you please 

10. My teacher said that a school  _______ in the village next year. 

 A. will build  B. will be built C. would build   D. would be built 

11. It’s two years _______ Joe. 

 A. that I don’t see B. that I haven’t seen C. since I didn’t see D. since I last saw 

12. _______ a car when you were living in London? 

 A. Had you  B. Were you having C. Have you had  D. did you have 

13. In the movie, a teenager _______ to pursue a singing career meets resistance from his strong-willed father. 

 A. wants B. wanted C. wanting D. who want 

14. What was the problem? Why_______ leave early?   

 A. had you to  B. did you have to C. must you   D. you had to 

15. I’m not tired enough to go to bed. If I _______ to bed now, I wouldn’t sleep. 

 A. go    B. went   C. had go  D. would go 

16. I_______ tennis a lot but I don’t play very often now. 

 A. was playing B. was used to play C. used to play D. am used to playing  

17. Where  _______ ?  Which hairdresser did you go to ? 

 A. did you cut your hair   B. have you cut long hair 

 C. did you have cut your hair.   D. did you have your hair cut.  

18.   Julia is on holiday. She _______ to Italy. 

  A. is gone   B. has gone  C. has been  D. had been 

19. You’re out of breath. _______ ? 

 A. Are you running B. Have you run C. Have you been running D. Had you run 
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20. “Ann is in hospital.”  “Yes, I know. _______ her this evening. ” 

 A. I visit  B. I’m going to visit C. I’ve visited   D.  I’ll visit 

21. Hello, Jim, I didn’t expect to see you today. Sonia said you ............ ill. 

  A. are B. were C. was D. should be 
22. ______  much television is not a healthy habit for a growing child. 

  A. To be watched B. Being watched C. watching   D. watch 

23. You _______ throw litter on the streets. 

  A.. mustn’t   B. couldn’t  C. needn’t      D. won’t 

24.  You have been reading for hours. This book ………be very interesting. 

A. can   B. might  C. must   D. should 

25.  Unless you ........... all of my questions, I can’t do anything to help you.  

 A. answer  B. don’t answer C. would answer   D. are answering 

26. You _______ look after this valuable book carefully and mustn’t lose it. 

 A. can   B. must   C. might  D. should  

27.  New research suggests that exercise _______ reduce the chance of heart disease as well as cancer. 

 A. must  B. should  C. would  D. can 

28. No one has better qualifications. Carol is certain _______chosen for the job. 

 A.√   B. having  C. to be   D. being 

29. I put my keys on the table, but now it’s gone. Someone _______have taken it. 

 A. may   B. had to   C. should   D. would rather 

30. We were made _______ all the cleaning in the house.  

 A. to do  B. do C. doing  D. done 

31. If you _______to my advice in the first place, you wouldn’t be  in this mess right now. 

 A. listen B. will listen C. had listened D. listened 

32. Monkeys belong to the group of animals _______as primates. 

 A. know B. knowing C. known  D. to know 

33. A huge tree crashed through the bedroom roof and broke my bed and most of the other furniture 

_______in the room, I would have been killed. 

 A. Should I be B. Would I have been C. Had I been D. Would I be 

34. “Have you ever met the man_______ over there.” 

 “No, who is he?” 

 A. stands B. standing C. is standing D. who he is standing 

35. These books will be bought by people _______ in Latin American history. 

 A. who interested B. interested C. are interested D. they are interested. 

36. That car is cheap. ……….., I don’t like it. 

 A. So   B. But    C. However  D. Anywhere 

37. “What did your grammar teacher want to talk to you about?” 

     “I did badly on the last test. She ............ studied for it.” 

  A. said why hadn’t I  B. asked why hadn’t I  

  C. said why I hadn’t D. asked why I hadn’t 

38.  - “My brother wants to get to Hong Kong today.” 

     -“……… today, he would be there by Sunday.” 

  A. Were he to leave B. If he will leave  

  C. Were he left  D. Left 

39. Tom ……… his newspaper here on purpose so that you can read it. 
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  A. had left B. has left C. left D. would leave 

40. By the time we return to school again, our form teacher ……….. . 

 A. will be retired    B. will be retiring  

 C. will have been retired    D. will have been retiring 

 

B. LINKING WORDS  

 I. Read the passage below and complete the sentences with the linking words from the box. You should use 

each word once only. 
 

 

 

 

      A few weeks ago, I did some ironing (1)………..  (2)………… went out to do some shopping . (3).……….. I 

was out, I realized that I couldn't remember whether I had switched the iron off (4)………… left it on. (5) 

………. I had left it on, the house might be on fire! I was really worried (6) …………I ran home at once.  

(7)………… , I needn't have worried (8)…………. , (9)………... I had left the iron on, everything was all right. It 

was a good thing I got home in time, (10) ………..things could have turned out very differently. 

 

II. Multiple choice. 

1.Ann quit her job at the advertising agency, ………. surprised everyone. 

  A. who  B. that C. which D. that it 

2.The workers have gone on strike. ……….. , all production has ceased. 

 A. Because B. So that  C. Therefore D. However 

3.Jason has become ………. famous that he now ignores his old friends. He shouldn’t do that. 

  A. such B. so C. so much  D. too 

4. We often go to Florida............ the winter. 

  A. while B. until  C. during  D. since 

5. “My writing has improved a lot in this class.” 

 “Mine has, too. All the students ………do well in writing.” 

 A. whom Mr. David teaches them B. which Mr. David teaches  

 C. that Mr. David teaches them D. Mr. David teaches 

6.The professor told me that I was doing well, ………… my final grade was awful. 

 A. so B. therefore C. in spite of  D. yet 

7.Carol showed up for the meeting ………. I asked her not to be there. 

 A. even though B. despite C. because of  D. because 

8.The road will remain safe ……….. the flood washes out the bridge. 

 A. as long as B. unless C. if D. since 

9.The severe drought ……… occurred last summer ruined the corn crop. 

 A. that it B. which it C. it D. that 

10. Peter works hard at everything he does. His brother, …….. , seldom put out much efforts.  

 A. on the other hand B. otherwise C. even though D. consequently 

11. Emily is motivated to study ………. she knows that a good education can improve her life. 

 A. therefore B. because of C. because  D. so 

12. Two of the factories in our small town have closed.  ……….. , unemployment is high. 

 A. Consequently B. Because C. So that  D. For 

13. Joan worked part- time in a restaurant last summer………. money for school expenses. 

although    however    then    otherwise    and    or   if    because    so    while 
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 A. because to earn B. for she earned C. so she earned D. so that she could earn 

14. ............. last week, he had never ridden a motorbike before.  

 A. Since B. Until  C. After  D. X 

15. My friend Jack, ……… parents live in Glasgow, invited me to spend Christmas in Scotland.  

 A. that B. who C. whose D. whom 

16. I couldn’t sleep ………. very tired. 

 A. although B. despite C. despite of being D. In spite of being 

17. Sarah couldn’t meet us, ………… was a pity. 

 A. that  B. it C. what D. which 

18. “Did you remember to tell Mary ………… she should bring to the meeting tomorrow?”  

 “Oh, I’m sorry. I completely forgot.” 

 A. that B. what C. If D. that what 

19. What is the name of the man………………? 

 A. you borrowed his car  B. which car you borrowed  

 C. whose car you borrowed D. his car you borrowed 

20. Is it true ………. the law says there is no smoking in restaurants in this city ?  

 A. that what B. what C. if D. that 

21. The new shopping mall is gigantic. It’s advertised as a place ………. you can find just about  

 any thing you might want to buy. 

 A. where B. which C. in where D. in that 

22. My mother asked me ……….. had revised my lessons for the test . 

 A. that if I  B. that I  C. if or not I D. whether or not I 

23. She enjoys learning English, ___________ she finds it very difficult. 

 A. but   B. however  C. so    D. therefore 

24. “Somebody forgot this hat. I wonder……….. .” 

 A. whose is this hat B. whose hat is C. whose hat this is D. is this whose hat 

25. “Do you remember Mrs. Goddard , ………taught us English composition?” 

 A. who  B. whom C. that  D which 

26. ………….your help, I couldn’t do this test. 

 A. If  B. Unless C. Without D. With 

27. I’m not sure. I ………………..come a few minutes late. 

  A. must have   B. need  C. must  D. may 

28. I want to work as an interpreter in the future,________, I am studying Japanese at university.  

 A. but    B. so    C. however   D. therefore 

29. ……….. the Asian crisis, the company’s profits fell by 15% during1997. 

 A. In case  B.  Because of  C. In spite of  D. Even though 

30. ……….. it was raining, we decided to go for a walk. 

 A. While  B. Whether  C. Although  D. Therefore 

 

Cloze Tests  
 

A.  Choose the word which best fits each gap of the passage. 

      Since economic reforms were implemented in 1979, the Chinese government has (1) ............. tourism as 

means of earning foreign currency. China’s tourism sector has developed(2)............... rapidly. The government 

has constructed major hotels , increased air travel to China and within the country and opened (3) ................ sites 

to tourists. 
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       Millions of visitors travel to China for its beautiful landscapes, interesting and (4) ............... cultures and 

important historical attractions. The most (5) .............. sites include the Great Wall in northern China, the 

Forbidden City in Beijing , the Bustling streets and markets of Shanghai. 

1). A). lifted B). raised C). increased  D). promoted 

2). A). so B). too C). many D). much 

3).  A). history B). historic C). historical D). historian 

4). A). variety B). various C). diverse D). diversity  

5).  A). likeable B). favourite C). popular D). populous 

B.  Choose the word which best fits each gap of the passage. 

     Deserts (1) ............... about 20 percent of the earth’s land area. The desert is a (2) .................. environment 

with very little rainfall and extreme temperatures. Some deserts get both very hot during the day and very cold 

during the night. Some others , (3) ................. are always cold (for example, the Gobi Desert in Asia  and the 

desert on the continent of Antarctica). 

     Different animals live in different types of deserts. To avoid daytime heat, many desert animals burrow 

beneath the surface or hide in the shade during the day , (4) ................. at night to eat. Many desert animals (5) 

............... drink at all; they get all the water they need from their food. 

1). A). lie B). cover C). have  D). spread  

2).  A). harsh B). difficult C). terrible D). terrific 

3).  A). so B). but C). however D). therefore 

4).  A). emerge B). emerges C). emerging D). to emerge 

5).  A). need B). must C). mustn’t D). don’t have to 

 

C. Choose the word which best fits each gap of the passage. 
    Today, wildlife experts agree that elephants are in great danger and need human protection to survive. People 

have killed much of the elephant’s natural environment by clearing land for settlement and farms. Illegal hunting 

for ivory also (1) ................. the survival of wild elephants. 

    The (2) ................. of African elephants greatly declined in the 1970’s and 1980’s. Conservation groups 

worldwide worked to halt the decline . In 1989, all trade in (3)...............  and other elephants products was banned 

by the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITIES). This ban has 

helped stop the rapid decline of African elephants . In 1997, (4) ............, CITIES members agreed to allow 

Botswana, Namibia, and Zimbabwe to sell (5) ............ amounts of ivory to Japan. 

1).  A). frightens B). threatens C). terrifies D). shocks 

2).  A). amount B). size C). numeral D). number 

3).  A). bone B). Ivory C). fur D). skin 

4).  A). therefore B). moreover C). however D). as a result 

5).  A). limit B). limitation C). limiting D). limited 

 

D. Choose the word which best fits each gap of the passage. 

         Pandas are one of the (1).............. animals in the world. They live  only in a small area in the mountains of 

South-western China. There are only 500- 1,000 pandas (2) ............... in the wild and the number is decreasing all 

the time. There are about 100 (3) ................ in zoos and research stations. 

       Although they are protected, pandas are still poached for their skin. Pandas live in mountain forests and can 

only eat bamboo.(4) ............... their habitat is getting smaller and smaller , they are in danger of dying (5) 

.................. lack of suitable food. 

1).  A). largest B). rarest C). smallest  D). scarcest 

2). A). survive B). survived C). surviving D). are surviving 
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3).  A). more B). over C). of all D). at least 

4).  A). As B). Though C). However D). Because of 

5).  A). of B). for C). from  D). with 

 

E. Choose the word which best fits each gap of the passage. 

     Water polo is a sport in which two teams in a pool try to score by throwing or pushing a hollow rubber ball 

into the opponents’ goal. A player who does so (1) ……….  one point for his or her team. 

      A team consists of a goalie and six field players. The goalie can handle the ball with(2) ………. hands, but the 

field player s may use only one hand at a time. Players move the ball by passing it or swimming with it. Each time 

a team gets the ball , it has thirty five (3) ………. to try to score. If it doesn’t shoot the ball at the goal within that 

time, the other (4) …………. gets the ball.  

      Men’s games are 28 minutes long and are divided into 7-minute quarters. Women’s matches (5) ………24 

minutes and are divided into 6-minute quarters. Water polo originated in England in the 1870’s.  

1). A). scores B). loses C). brings  D). takes 

2). A). all  B). both C). either D). every 

3). A). hours B). minutes C). seconds D).quarters 

4). A). half  B).mate C). player D).team 

5). A). long B). last C).past D). lengthen 

  

F. Choose the word which best fits each gap of the passage. 

    There are books with fairy (1) ........... in many countries. Often the same stories are known  and repeated (2) 

........... many different languages. Some of the things that happen in these stories (3) ............ remarkable , 

although not as remarkable (4) .............things that are truly happening in medicine and science today. Most fairy 

tales begin (5) ........... “One upon a time ...” and end with “They lived happily ever after.” 

    Once upon a time, there was a girl (6) ........... Cinderella who did all the work in the kitchen while her lazy 

sisters did (7) ........... . One night her sister went to a ball at the palace. Cinderella was left at home , very sad. 

After a time her fairy godmother appeared and told Cinderella that she could go to the ball, but had to return 

home by midnight. So she went to the ball (8) ........... a beautiful dress but at midnight she ran back home, (9) 

........... one of her shoes on the dance floor. The prince wanted to see her again and went to every house (10) 

........... he found that the shoe was the right size for Cinderella. She and the prince were married and lived happily 

ever after. 

1).  A). tellers B). tales C). legends  D). details 

2).  A). on B). at C). in  D). with 

3).  A). are B). is C). was  D). were 

4).  A). like B). as C). exactly  D). same 

5).  A). in B). on C). with  D). about 

6).  A). called B). name C). is called  D). that called 

7). A). something B). anything C). nothing  D). everything 

8). A).  with B). in C). on  D). along  

9). A). forgetting B). missing C).  losing  D). leaving 

10).  A). until B). where C). when  D). after 

 

Writing 
 Choose the correct sentence among A, B, C or D which has the same meaning as the given one. 
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1.She is sure to come to the concert. 

A. I'm sure she came to the concert.  B. She'll surely come to the concert. 

C. She is certain she came to the concert.  D. She knows they will come to the concert. 

 

2.Although he lives far away from the office, he cycles to work. 

A. He doesn’t live near the office, but he cycles to work. 

B. He goes to work by bike in spite of living far away from the office. 

C. Living far away from the office makes him cycle to work. 

D. He cycles to work despite the fact that he doesn’t live near the office. 

 

3.“ I wouldn’t go swimming on a day like this, if I were you, Tom” said Brian. 

A. Brian said that Tom wouldn’t go swimming on a day like that if he were asked 

B. Brian asked Tom not to go swimming on a day like that. 

C. Brian advised Tom not to go swimming on a day like that. 

D. Brian advised Tom not to go swimming on that day like this. 

 

4.. She won’t come unless you invite her. 

A. She won’t come if you don’t invite her.  B. She won’t come even if you invite her. 

C. She will come even if you don’t invite her. D. She won’t come though you don’t invite her. 

 

5.Tony’s English is much better than it was. 

A. Tony has started to learn English but doesn’t speak it well. B. Tony speaks better English now than he did 

before. 

C. Tony’s English was much better then than it was now.  D. Tony has always spoken good English 

 

6.The police are questioning him at their headquarters 

A. He is being questioning by the police at their headquarters 

B. He was questioned by the police at their headquarters 

C. He is being questioned by the police at their headquarters 

D. He was being questioned by the police at their headquarters 

 

7. .“ They didn’t intend to stay here . ”  

A. They had not intention of staying here.  B. They had not intention of staying here. 

C. They had no intention about staying here.  D. They had no intention of staying here. 

 

8. Despite feeling cold, we kept walking. 

A. Although we felt cold, but we kept walking. B. Although we felt cold, we kept walking. 

C. However cold we felt, but we kept walking. D. In spite feeling cold, we kept walking. 

 

9.He had his eyes tested ten months ago.  

A. He had tested his eyes ten months before.  B. He had not tested his eyes for ten months then.  

C. He hasn't had his eyes tested for ten months.  D. He didn't have any test on his eyes in ten months.  

 

10. The children couldn't go swimming because the sea was too rough.  

A. The children were not calm enough to swim in the sea.  B. The sea was rough enough for the children to swim 

in.  
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C. The sea was too rough for the children to go swimming.  D. The sea was too rough to the children's swimming.  

 

11.They spent a lot of money on food and clothes.  

A. Money was spent a lot on food and clothes.   B. A lot of money was spent on food and clothes.  

C.A lot of money were spent on food and clothes.   D.A lot of money on food and clothes were spent.  

 

12. The salesman showed me various kinds of hi-fi system. 

A. I was showed various kind of hi-fi system by the salesman . 

B. I was shown by the salesman various kind of hi-fi system. 

C. Various kind of hi-fi system was showed by the salesman. 

D. I was shown various kind of hi-fi system by the salesman . 

 

13. Applicants must return this form by 21
st
 March. 

A. This form must be returned by applicants by 21
st
 March. 

B. This form by 21
st
 March must be returned by applicants. 

C. This form must be returned by 21
st
 March by applicants. 

D. This form must been returned by applicants by 21
st
 March. 

 

14. Some people say that this is a dangerous area.  

 A. It is said that is a dangerous area. 

 B. This is said that is a dangerous area. 

 C. This is said to be a dangerous area.  

 D. This is a dangerous area is said.  

 

15. People say that he committed some terrible crimes. 

 A. He is said to commit some terrible crimes. 

 B. He is said to have committed some terrible crimes. 

 C. He is said to be committed some terrible crimes. 

 D. He is said committed some terrible crimes. 

 

 Choose the best alternative to complete each of the following sentences 

16.It's a pity she didn't take her doctor's advice. She wishes__________  

A. she took her doctor's advice   B, she had taken her doctor's advice  

C. she takes her doctor's advice   D. she would take her doctor's advice 

 

17.Have you seen the Thang Long bridge,______________?  

A. is one of the longest bridges in Southeast Asia.  B. was one of the longest bridges in Southeast Asia.  

C. one of the longest bridges in Southeast Asia.   D. that is one of the longest bridges in Southeast Asia  

 

18.I would buy a new house …………………………………… 

A. if I have a lot of money.  B. if I win the lottery. C. if I inherited a million dollars.  D. if I inherit a million 

dollars. 

 

19. If she misses the bus, ……………………………………….. 

A. I will take her to school by car.    B. I would take her to school by car.  

C. she have to walk.      D. I had to take her to school by car 
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20.They would have bought that new car  …………………………………………. 

A. if they had had the money.    B. if they had the money.  

C. if they were having the money    D. if they had have the money. 

17.. If he were the President, …………………………….. 

A. he would help the poor more   B. he will help the poor more  

C. he would have helped the poor more   D. he has helped the poor more. 

 

21. If they had had enough good sense, ………………………………………… 

A. they would have moved to Santa Monica.  B. they would had moved to Santa Monica. 

 C. they will move to Santa Monica.   D. they will move to Santa Monica. 

 

 

 


